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“I’ve advertised 6 

books of poetry with 

Poets & Writers... 

and the results have 

always been beyond 

expectations... 

resulting in a 

measurable  increase 

in sales from the ad. 

Highly recommended.”

—Gary Lemons, author

Readership: 100,000+ 

Paid subscribers: 44,000+

OUR READERS

79%  say Poets & Writers Magazine is their primary 

source for information on writing and publishing

50%  respond to ads in the magazine

Serious writers and active readers

57%  write poetry

59%  write fiction

46%  write nonfiction

72%  purchase 11 or more books per year

43%   purchase 21 or more books per year

    76%  have published work in literary magazines,  

    or have published a book of poems, a novel,  

    a book of nonfiction, or a collection of short  

    stories

95%  purchase novels or collections of short stories

87%   purchase creative nonfiction

81%  purchase books of poetry

78%  purchase books on writing

Educated and affluent

92%  are college graduates

47%  have a master’s degree

18%  have a PhD

64%  have a household income of over $60,000

34% have a household income of over $100,000
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“There’s more than one way to be 
a writer, and that’s not [discussed] 
enough in the writing community,” 
says Williams. What’s more, there’s 
no one path to success. And if Wil-
liams had insisted on getting an MFA 
to get started, would she ever have 
begun her book? Would she have 
completed it as quickly? 

L i k e  W i l l i a m s  a n d  H o f l e r , 
Rabeetah Hasnain already had an 
established career—and a master’s in 
education—when she finally decided 
to apply to MFA programs. “I don’t 
think I [wanted to] publish a New 
York Times best-seller,” Hasnain says. 
“I just wanted to learn.” Before ap-
plying she had been active in writing 
groups in New Orleans, where she 
has lived for about ten years. “And 
then when I exhausted all those op-
tions, I decided to pursue my MFA.” 
She applied to nine programs and 
was accepted to one school, but be-
cause it was not fully funded, she 

ultimately did not attend. 
Applying to master’s programs 

in educat ion had been a seamless 
process for Hasnain. But she felt 
woefully unprepared for the com-
petitiveness of the MFA application 
process, something she had carefully 
contemplated for three or four years 
beforehand. It wasn’t until her part-
ner introduced her to the MFA Draft 
groups on Facebook that she started 
to understand the intricacies of the 
MFA appl icat ion system and saw 
how common it was to be rejected. 
Hasnain confesses that MFA Draft 
also made her behave in cringewor-
thy ways: “It felt like sorority rush 
or something,” she says. And the 
more she learned, the more com-
petitive she felt. She began check-
ing the backgrounds of other writers 
in the group, comparing her work 
with theirs, and deftly sleuthing to 
discern acceptances on the group’s 
shared spreadsheet. “It was awful.”

“Sometimes I feel inferior to other 
writers [with MFAs] even though you 
know people say you don’t need an 
MFA,” says Danielle Buckingham. 
Buckingham currently works as a 
journalist and was encouraged by 
friends and by the writer Kiese Lay-
mon to pursue the MFA in 2018. She 
applied to nine programs and, like 
Hasnain, was accepted to one school, 
but a lack of funding from the school 
meant she ultimately could not ac-
cept the offer. Living in Mississippi, 
Buckingham watched as her friends 
with MFAs got books published and 
gained access to a certain level of 
mentorship from professors. “I was 
very resentful about it for a long 
time,” she admits. 

She resolved to be “more inten-
tional” the second time she applied, 
focusing only on fully funded pro-
grams and being rea l ist ic about 
the schools she believed would be 
the best f it for her writing, which 
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inlandia 
Institute announces 
the third annual Eliud 
Martínez Prize for a 
work of prose (hybrid, 
creative nonfiction, 
or fiction) by a writer 
who identifies as 
Hispanic, Latino/a/x, or 
Chicana/o/x. $15 entry 
fee. Winner receives 
$1,000 and publication 
by Inlandia Books. Full 
guidelines: tinyurl.com/
InlandiaSubmit.

january 1 
through February 15, 
2024 Sarabande is open 
for submissions to the 
Kathryn A. Morton 
Prize in Poetry, the 
Mary McCarthy Prize 
in Short Fiction, and 
a brand NEW prize 
in nonfiction (details 
TBA). Visit www 
.sarabandebooks.org 

issue. Submit October 
1 to December 1. For 
complete guidelines 
please visit our website 
www.decembermag 
.org/2024-jeff-marks 
-memorial-poetry-prize.

enter action/
Words, Midway Jour-
nal’s new annual poetry 
contest. The contest 
runs from October 
1–December 31. $300 
grand prize, $150 
second prize, $50 third 
prize. Poems can be any 
style and any length. 
Unlimited entries. For 
more details go to www 
.midwayjournal.com/
contest.

first book by 
a U.S. poet 70 or older: 
Henry Morgenthau III 
Poetry Prize. Dead-
line: January 15, 2024. 

International Organiza-
tion (BIO), the Rowley 
prize offers $5,000 for 
the best book proposal 
from a first-time biog-
rapher, plus a careful 
reading by an estab-
lished agent. Submis-
sions due February 
1, 2024. Guidelines 
and entry forms are 
available on the BIO 
website: www 
.biographersinter 
national.org/rowley 
-prize.

i-70 review 
announces the winner 
of the Bill Hickok 
Humor Award for 
Poetry for 2023. Chris-
topher Buckley chose 
Laurie Janes’s poem 
“What Physicists Say” 
to receive the prize of 
$1,000. Submissions for 
2024 start on January 1 
through February 28.

FEMINIST: Short 
Stories by Jewish Women 
from Lilith Magazine, 
available now wherever 
you buy books, or at  
bit.ly/FranklyFeminist. 

grayson books 
Chapbook Contest. 
$500 and 50 gorgeous 
copies will be awarded 
to the winner. Submit 
16–36 pages poetry, $20 
reading fee. Deadline: 
January 31, 2024. Elec-
tronic submissions only. 
Simultaneous submis-
sions accepted if we are 
notified immediately 
upon acceptance else-
where. B. Fulton Jennes 
will judge. See www 
.graysonbooks.com for 
complete guidelines.

hazel rowley 
Prize for First-Time 
Biographers: Sponsored 
by the Biographers 

gifted fiction 
writers! Lilith Maga-
zine—independent, 
Jewish, & frankly femi-
nist—seeks quality short 
stories with heart, soul, 
and chutzpah, 3,000 
words or under, for our 
Annual Fiction Contest. 
Open September 1–
December 31. First 
prize: $300 and publi-
cation. We especially 
like fresh fiction with 
feminist and Jewish 
nuance and are eager 
to read submissions 
from writers of color 
and emerging writers 
of any age. Submit to 
info@lilith.org with the 
subject line “Fiction 
Contest” and your 
surname. Include full 
contact information on 
manuscript. Website: 
www.lilith.org/contact/
writing-for-lilith. And 
check out FRANKLY 

Award: $3,000 and 
publication by Passager. 
Entry fee: $25. Send: 
30–40 poems, SASE/ 
e-mail for notification 
only. Hard copy or use 
Submittable. Address: 
7401 Park Heights Ave., 
Baltimore, MD 21208. 
Complete guidelines: 
www.passagerbooks 
.com/submit.

first pages prize 
invites you to enter 
your first 5 pages of a 
longer work of fiction 
or creative nonfiction. 
Prizes in both fiction 
& creative nonfiction. 
Open to un-agented 
writers worldwide, the 
prize supports emerging 
writers with cash 
awards, developmental 
mentoring, & agent 
consultation. Opens 
March 2024! Visit www 
.firstpagesprize.com.
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2024 EDITORIAL CALENDAR

January/February • Inspiration

Celebrated authors talk about what inspires them and offer 

practical advice to writers. Also in the issue are our annual 

feature on debut poetry and our regular listings of grants 

and awards. 

March/April • Writing Communities

This issue gives writers time to plan their spring and 

summer writing getaways. The special section includes 

firsthand narratives, photos, and information about the 

most desirable retreats, residencies, and colonies.

May/June • Writing Contests

This issue features a look at the ever-expanding universe 

of book awards and literary prizes, including details and 

deadlines on the biggest contests of the year. 

July/August • Debut Fiction Authors & Literary Agents

Some of the biggest names in literary fiction introduce 

the hottest debut authors. The special section provides 

information and advice on agents. *In this issue only, 

authors promoting their own books receive a 40% discount 

off advertising.

September/October • Writing Education

Prospective students turn to the pages of  Poets & Writers  

Magazine to research graduate writing programs, and 

we provide all of the information and advice they need 

before applying.

November/December • Independent Publishing

In this issue we showcase some of the most innovative 

independent book and magazine publishers in the busi-

ness, as well as offer advice and guidance for self-pub-

lished writers.

*Editorial content is subject to change.

American Bastard
By Jan Beatty
Red Hen Press

American Bastard  is a lyrical inquiry into the experience of 
being a bastard in America. This memoir travels across literal 
continents—and continents of desire as Beatty finds her birth-
father, a Canadian hockey player who’s won three Stanley 
Cups—and her birthmother, a working-class woman from 
Pittsburgh. American Bastard sandblasts the exaltation of adoption 
in Western culture.

www.janbeatty.com

Eclipse Illumined
By Cathie Sandstrom and Thom Cooney Crawford
Tebot Bach

“…an exquisite Rilkean meditation…” –David St. John. In this 
extraordinary three-way dialog between two lyric poets and 
contemporary paintings, Sandstrom and Cooney Crawford create 
an experience of transcendence using symbol, mythos, Jungian 
archetypes and everyday life in the visual, spiritual and cosmic 
realms. “Eclipse Illumined is a book of soul-making, a book of 
uncommon prayer…” –Dorothy Barresi.

www.spdbooks.org

Mercy and Madness: Dr. Mary Archard Latham’s Tragic Fall from Female 
Physician to Felon
By Beverly Lionberger Hodgins
TwoDot Books

Meticulously researched but told in an engaging and lively man-
ner, Hodgins gracefully unspools the complicated and at times 
messy life of Dr. Mary Latham. “Mercy and Madness, a fine achieve-
ment, belongs on every library and classroom bookshelf as well as 
in the hands of readers who admire courageous women who do 
the unexpected.”—Ann Weisgarber, author of The Glovemaker.

www.beverlylionbergerhodgins.com

Tracing Homelands; Israel, Palestine, and the Claims of Belonging
By Linda Dittmar
Interlink Publishing

When Israeli-American narrator Linda Dittmar stumbles across 
the ruins of an abandoned Palestinian village, she is faced with 
a history she was raised not to question—the Palestinians’ ethnic 
cleansing of 1948. Tracing Homelands is an unflinching memoir 
that probes this history and its aftermath, where powerfully con-
flicting claims to homelands are yet to be resolved.

www.lindadittmar.com

Songs for the Spirit / Canciones para el espíritu
By Robert L. Giron
Gival Press

“Robert L. Giron’s translation of the psalms is both refresh-
ing to the soul and beautifully crafted. Gone is the sexist 
language of these ancient prayers, and mercifully gone also is 
the violence that too often mars their beauty in their original 
language.”—George Klawitter, CSC, Professor of English, St. 
Edward’s University. “This is an extraordinary book.”—John 
Shelby Spong.  

www.givalpress.com

The Songs That Objects Would Sing
By Roxi Power
Finishing Line Press:  September 2023

“The first line of Roxi Power’s incredible burst of poems lays 
down the law with one hand and sets things in motion with 
another, remarking on the coming noise made by fire, death, 
love…”—C.S. Giscombe.  “The book is aflame, both with the 
wildfires ravaging the West and the slower smolder of grief…a 
rippling ostinato of lyric power.”—Mark Scroggins.

 www.finishinglinepress.com/.../the-songs-that.../

The Steps We Take: A Memoir of Southern Reckoning
By Ellen Ann Fentress
University Press of Mississippi

A clear-eyed account of white Southern womanhood.

www.upress.state.ms.us/Books/T/The-Steps-We-Take

Starfall in the Temple
By Prartho Sereno
Blue Light Press

“Part journey, part water and stone, part darkness and most 
definitely light, Prartho Sereno’s beautiful new book Starfall in 
the Temple is a collection of poems that feels elemental, earned, 
and true.” —Annie Lighthart.

www.prarthosereno.com

The Shape of Things to Come: poems
By John Blair
Gival Press

“John Blair offers us a penetrating meditation on the Manhattan 
Project and its consequences, in terms both historically recupera-
tive and, mindful of a cautionary anxiety, deeply psychologi-
cal…In light of the new Zeitgeist and a threat as extreme as ever 
and yet faded from conversation, this book breathes new life into 
a much-needed public understanding.”—Bruce Bond.

www.givalpress.com

Permit Me to Write My Own Ending
By Rebecca Faulkner
Write Bloody Press

Permit Me to Write My Own Ending is a collection spanning 
generations and timescapes—from gritty, defiant explorations 
of a London adolescence, to haunting poems detailing love and 
adulthood in the US. In this defiant debut collection, the act of 
writing boldly confronts a landscape dominated by patriarchal 
notions of the female. Faulkner unapologetically writes her 
own ending.

www.rebeccafaulknerpoet.com

ADVERTISEMENT

New T i t les
Her: The Flame Tree
By Khanh Ha
Gival Press

Winner of the Gival Press Novel Award. “Her: The Flame Tree is 
an intricately woven, seductively fascinating story of family, sac-
rifice, loyalty and redeeming love in the face of heart-breaking 
loss that breathtakingly weaves the lives of individuals we come 
to know and care about into the saga of Vietnamese—and 
American—history.”—Wayne Karlin.

www.givalpress.com

Erase Her
By Cassandra Langer
A project of Kulture-Re-View under the auspices of Painted 
Pony Press

Cassandra Langer’s memoir recounts the experience of a dys-
lexic, lesbian teenager undergoing conversion therapy and 
behavior modification in 1950s America at the Quakerbridge 
School and camp in Croton, N.Y. This memoir also features an 
appendix with helpful questions for kids and their parents in an 
era of “Don’t Say Gay.”

https://cassandralanger.com

Six Feet Kissing The Earth: Prison Dogs And A Path To Peace
By Israel Gross
Tablo Publishing

With obvious attention to craft and an unmistakable love for 
his subject, Israel Gross shines a light on the underrepresented 
community of prison dog handlers. Honest and provocative, Six 
Feet Kissing The Earth draws us all into a contemplation of hope, 
mindful living, and the indomitable power of puppies. 

www.amazon.com

Swampitude: Escapes with the Congaree
By Quitman Marshall

Praise song to swamps as places, forbidding and sheltering, this 
book explores the terrain, sticky history, literature, creatures, 
people, and spirits met on journeys into the swamp’s mélange. 
Photos by Peggy Peattie, author of Down in Dixie. “Swampitude is 
the best book I’ve read in years.”—Jane Zenger. “The language is 
glorious, word by word, sentence by sentence.”—Valerie Sayers.

www.bookshop.org

FINALLY QUIET: Four Plays from Bucharest to Washington DC
By Cristina A. Bejan
No Passport Press

This volume collects four plays by Romanian-American drama-
tist Cristina A. Bejan: To Those Who Haven’t Stopped Thinking, 
Districtland, Finally Quiet in My Mind, and Life According to 
Swami Shiva. Topics range from totalitarianism, American ambi-
tion, mental health advocacy, and a timely critique of Putin’s 
Russia. Bejan’s plays span the world and ultimately capture the 
universal beating of the human heart.

www.cristinaabejan.com

Boolean Logic
By Morgan Christie
Howling Bird Press

“Boolean Logic is poetic and frank, delving into topics ranging 
from basketball to heroes to gun violence. Both infinitely personal 
and unashamedly political, this collection of wide-ranging essays 
illustrates a particular moment in American culture through the 
author’s particular Black experience, her athlete’s perspective, 
and her loyalty as a daughter.”—Anika Fajardo, author of Magical 
Realism for Non-Believers.

https://tinyurl.com/4f5mbe7n

Secret Waltz
By Karen Lee Boren
Flexible Press

An Independent Press Book Award Distinguished Favorite, 
Secret Waltz thrusts readers into the reality faced by women 
before Roe v. Wade. Set on the cusp of the sixties’ sexual revolu-
tion, the future and past dovetail in the lives of three teenagers 
confronted with the secrets they are forced to keep, desperate to 
uncover, leaving the reader with a secret too. 

www.karenleeboren.com

Poem of Stone and Bone: The Iconography of James W. Washington Jr. 
in Fourteen Stanzas and Thirty-One Days 
By Carletta Carrington Wilson 
Raven Chronicles Press 

Poem of Stone & Bone  documents—in photos, essays, journal 
notes—the creative process literary/visual artist Wilson undertook 
in 2011 to create four installations on the Seattle property of 
African American sculptor James W. Washington Jr. Wilson used 
found objects, the land itself, and Washington’s library to create a 
nuanced perspective on the life and work of the artist.

www.ravenchronicles.org

Marv Taking Charge: A Story of Bold Love and Courage
By Lois Hoitenga Roelofs
Deep River

What if you were diagnosed tomorrow with a terminal cancer? 
Would you rush to treatment? Or refuse? Marv Roelofs chose 
the latter and traveled far and near to say his farewells to family 
and friends. “…highlights the need to cater to the priorities of 
the patient and not just conform to the familiar treat-and-cure 
philosophy.”—Readers’ Favorite.

www.loisroelofs.com

A Buried Plot on Legacy Road
By John Michael Heuer
Strategic Book Publishing and Rights Co.

A reincarnation saga of the wealthy Braintree family, who, in 
1930’s Depression, turned to murder and theft, but were never 
caught.  Reincarnated as Hammilson, and acquiring in 1990 the 
old raintree mansion, they meet the fatal impact of their crimes 
when they were the Braintrees. “Faulkner meets Stephen King...
terror painted with grace and skill…haunting…a novel not to 
be missed.”—Charles Asher, Phi Beta Kappa Reviews.

www.amazon.com
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Rates Per Insertion

Full page

Half page horizontal

Third page vertical

Quarter page vertical

Eighth page horizontal

$2,043  (regularly $3,405)

$1,158  (regularly $1,930)

$900  (regularly $1,500)

$621  (regularly $1,035)

$372  (regularly $620)

90 Broad Street, Suite 2100 • New York, NY 10004 • tel 212 226 3586 • fax 212 226 3963 • advertising@pw.org • www.pw.org

Terms
15% surcharge for premium positions in the first 10 pages. $100 design fee. Space cannot be canceled after reservation deadline. Ad copy received after 
copy due date may incur a late fee of $150. Prepayment is required of all new advertisers. Poets & Writers Magazine reserves the right to reject or cancel 
advertisements. 

Full page

Half page horizontal

Third page vertical

Quarter page vertical

Eighth page

New Titles   

$2,905  (regularly $4,150)

$1,645  (regularly $2,350)

$1,281  (regularly $1,830)

$879  (regularly $1,255)

$525  (regularly $750)

$308  (regularly $440)

Deadlines

For the year 2024, these dates apply (dates & themes are subject to change):

Issue Reservation date Materials date Publication

October 19

January 3

February 15

April 18

June 20

August 22

October 26

January 10

February 22

April 25

June 27

August 29

December 26

February 28

April 25

June 27

August 29

October 24

January/February - Inspiration

March/April - Writing Communities

May/June - Writing Contests

July/August - Debut Fiction, Agents

September/October - Writing Education

November/December - Independent Publishing

Ad Dimensions

7.75 x 10 inches.  Perfect Bound.

6.6875" x 8.81"

8" x 10.25"

2.13" x 8.81"

6.6875" x 4.1875"

3.25" x 4.1875"

3.25" x 2"

Ad Size

Width x Height

Full Page

Full page, full bleed
(trim size: 7.75" x 10")

Third page vertical

Half page horizontal

Quarter page vertical

Eighth page horizontal

Writers’ Discounted Display Rates 2024

  Color              30% Discounted Rate          Black & White    40% Discounted Rate                    
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 Questions? Contact us!


